CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusion

The researcher draws the conclusion that the students’ existing English
listening material are not related and appropriate for the students’ need in
broadcasting program so that not effective enough to stimulate and encourage the
students’ ability in listening. They find it is difficult to listen the recording because
they lack vocabulary. They want to have interesting and related materials to their
major. The solution for them is developing the new listening material. These new
listening material are based on their needs and make them more interest in
learning as well as ease them to listen.

B. Suggestions

Based on the above conclusions, the writer would like to give some
suggestions as follow:

It is suggested that the English teacher of vocational should be more
responsive with the need of the students. The teacher should be able and creative
to provide the relevant materials to the students’ needs or in other words the
students of broadcasting should be given broadcasting conversation.

It is suggested that the students to use those speaking materials to improve
listening skill easier and adapted any situation in the future work place.

This research only focuses on developing the English learning materials for
grade XI students of broadcasting program at SMK BBC Medan and only focus
develop four units of materials for students. It is expected to other researcher to
develop English listening materials for other major and grade which have the
problem with the availability of suitable English listening materials.